

Host Cheryl says:
SUMMARY:  USS Seleya is enroute to the Lokari III research colony, in the Bolnan system.  Starfleet Command has received reports that the highly classified project currently in the works on Lokari III is the potential target of pirates...

Host Cheryl says:
The Seleya is ordered to protect the colony and its research.  Just to spice things up, the colony is also undergoing a severe outbreak of an unfamiliar strain of Rigellian flu, and they are poorly equipped to handle it.  Seleya will be assisting with that, as well

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Seleya Mission:  The Highest Bidder>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Seleya Mission:  The Highest Bidder>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CoBolitho says:
::On the bridge seated in the 'big chair'::

CMO_Viper says:
::in sick bay putting inoculations together::

CSOHazzem says:
::on bridge at science 1 and 2::

MO_Suder says:
::rushing towards Sickbay::

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: ETA to Lokari 3?


CEO_Zaidi says:
::In Main Engineering, packing a few PADDs for the away mission::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:ETA is 10 minutes, sir

TO_Esjam says:
::On the bridge at tactical monitoring long range scanners::

Cns_Moore says:
::in his office, clearing his thoughts and focusing on the task at hand::

Host CoBolitho says:
::nods at the eta::

Cns_Moore says:
::meditating:: Ommmmmmmmmmm

Cns_Moore says:
::meditating:: Ommmmmmmmmmm

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: Did you receive my request, sir?

Host CoBolitho says:
*CMO* Doctor there will be no away team down to the surface until you are convinced its safe for our people

MO_Suder says:
::enters Sickbay, late::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::maintains a steady course::

MO_Suder says:
CMO: sir, sorry I’m late   ::hates being late::

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: No I'm sorry I didn't Ensign, anything specific?

CSOHazzem says:
::feels his back where the kobayashi maru dropped him dead::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: Could i see you after about it?

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*: No problem.  I would like to meet Lt. Hazzem in Science 1.


CEO_Zaidi says:
::Walks into his office and sits down at the desk::


CMO_Viper says:
MO: I understand.  Don't worry.  I would like you to keep working on these inoculations.  ::points over to the desk::

Host CoBolitho says:
*CMO* Acknowledged once you have made your preliminary analysis Dr Suder may join you on the away team at your discretion

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: Certainly!

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*: Understood.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: Aye sir, anytime you want..

CSOHazzem says:
::working on shields modifications::

MO_Suder says:
*FCO*: report to Sickbay please

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: I must go to sickbay...

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Activates his computer and searches for any information on the Lokari III colony::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: With your permission of course.

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: Understood, arrange for your replacement

MO_Suder says:
CMO: Yes sir.   ::begins work::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:aye sir. *Ens Hoffman*, report to bridge for FCO duty

Host CoBolitho says:
TO: You will replace Mr. Furnael at the security/tactical officer on the away team

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::goes into turbolift::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Ref is replaced at FCO by Ens Hoffman

MO_Suder says:
Self: rigellian flu, eurgh

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
*MO* on my way

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Skims the databank entries, looking for information about the secret research project, but finding none::

TO_Esjam says:
::Snaps to:: CO: Yes sir, thank you sir. Self: Don't over do it

CSOHazzem says:
*Computer* Locate Doctor Viper

CMO_Viper says:
*CSO*:  I would like to meet with you  in Science 1 on Deck 5

MO_Suder says:
::smiles::  Self: at last  *FCO*: understood

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::arrives at sickbay:: MO: You wanted to see me?

CSOHazzem says:
*CMO* Acknowledged, on my way sir

Bek says:
<Hoffman>::enters and takes his station::

CMO_Viper says:
<Computer>  Dr. Viper is in Sick Bay

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::tries to keep a grin hidden but fails::

MO_Suder says:
::looks up at FCO::  FCO: yes...you are the proud winner of a brand new physical, please take a seat  ::smiles::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: You're in charge, Dr. Suder.  If you need me I'll be in Science 1

CSOHazzem says:
::presses a few buttons then heads to turbolift 2:: TR2: Deck 5

MO_Suder says:
::nods to CMO::  CMO: yes sir.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO: Wow! I have never won anything before! ::sits down::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::smiles::

CMO_Viper says:
MO: Oh, and make sure you get everyone in for their shots.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Time passes, and the Seleya arrives at Lokari III

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO: Shots?

MO_Suder says:
::laughs and takes out a tricorder::  FCO: must be your lucky day

CSOHazzem says:
::enters science 1:: CMO: Doctor!

CMO_Viper says:
::exits Sick Bay and gets into TL::  TL: Deck 5

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO:ah...

Host CoBolitho says:
<Hoffman>: Standard orbit

Bek says:
<Hoffman>CO Bolitho:  Aye, sir

MO_Suder says:
::looks at readings, bangs tricorder and scans again::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO: What’s the problem?

CMO_Viper says:
::gets off of TL and walks into Science 1::

CSOHazzem says:
::looks at the doctor:: CMO: hello sir

CMO_Viper says:
CSO: Good day Lt.!

MO_Suder says:
::shows FCO the readings::  FCO: Wanna explain these readings to me?...  ::looks worried::

Admin_Thompson says:
@::Calls to Doctor Light :: *Doc* I hear that they are nearing orbit . Do you want me to come there ?

Bek says:
<Hoffman> CO Bolitho: Standard Orbit confirmed, sir

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO:uh...well...uh...

MO_Suder says:
FCO: when was the last time you slept?

MO_Suder says:
::hands on hips::

CSOHazzem says:
CMO: I was about to go to sickbay, but how could a human beat the brain of a betazoid

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Sighs and turns off his computer::

Host CoBolitho says:
*CEO* liase with Doctor Viper and let me know when you are ready to beam down to the surface

CMO_Viper says:
CSO: I would like to get an analysis underway.  I need to know more about this Rigellian strain.

CEO_Zaidi says:
*CO*: Aye, Captain. ::Stands and exits his office::

CSOHazzem says:
CMO: yes sir

MO_Suder says:
::notices Dr. Grey inoculating the crew behind her::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO:Um...It was Two days ago...for 4 hours...::looks down at the floor::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::looks down::

Host CoBolitho says:
<FCO Hoffman>: Open a channel to the research facility

CSOHazzem says:
::starts analyzing Rigellian strain::

Bek says:
<Hoffman> CO Bolitho:  Aye, sir. Channel open

MO_Suder says:
::looks astonished:: FCO: you know full well that is too long for a Bolian to go with out sleep. And eating, when was the last time you had a decent meal?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Away Team preparations include completion of inoculations

Admin_Thompson says:
@::looks up as the screen comes alive for the ship's call ::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO: I had a banana before my shift. does that count?

TO_Esjam says:
::Rubs his arm::

Doc_Light says:
@::in his Lab going over some bio-samples...with a splitting headache coming on:: *ADMIN*: Yes please...I'm going over things again and I need you to get in here fast...got some bad news.

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*: I believe we're ready to go.

CEO_Zaidi says:
*CMO/CNS/TO*: Away Team, please report to Transporter Room 3 on the double.

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*:  Are the inoculations finished?

Host CoBolitho says:
Com: Lokaran Research facility: This is Captain Bolitho of the federation Starship Seleya, To whom do I have the honor of addressing?

Admin_Thompson says:
@*Doc* Very well, I will have them beam to your location

Host CoBolitho says:
*CMO* Acknowledged making contact with the research facility now Doctor

CMO_Viper says:
CSO:  Thank you for your time Lt.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::waits for answer::

TO_Esjam says:
::Heads towards transporter room. Getting that familiar buzz from an away mission::

MO_Suder says:
::looks into FCO's eyes, worried::  FCO: you can't do this to yourself, you know you'll do serious damage if you keep this up. and frankly, i have enough to do without fixing crew up when i don't need to

CSOHazzem says:
CMO: no problem sir

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* I need a word

Admin_Thompson says:
@COM: CO: Captain, I am Administrator Thompson,  I am the administrator /coordinator of this colony

Host CoBolitho says:
*CNS* go ahead I'm listening

Cns_Moore says:
*OPS* Please prepare Envirosuits for AT

MO_Suder says:
::looks over at Dr. Grey::  *CMO*: sir, yes they are

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Heads into TL:: TL: Transporter Room 3.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::looks into MO's eyes:: MO: But I need to do this...you can't just make me stop...please don't make me stop...


Doc_Light says:
@::This is not good::

Bek says:
<OPS>*CNS Moore*:  Aye sir

MO_Suder says:
FCO; why do you need to do this?

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* Not to be narcissistic but if we need to open diplomatic channels before anything else can be accomplished I believe I should be in charge of this AT

Host CoBolitho says:
Com: Admin Thompson: A pleasure to meet you Administrator, I have an away team ready to beam down to you now, if you can forward the coordinates?

Admin_Thompson says:
@COM: CO: I hope your medical personnel are ready to beam down, I have word from my head Medic that he has found out something new

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*:  Great.  I'm heading to the surface now.  If I need you, be ready.

CSOHazzem says:
::heads up to turbolift 3:: TR3: bridge

Admin_Thompson says:
@COM : CO: I am sending them to his lab right now ::transmits::

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: yes sir, I’ll be ready.

TO_Esjam says:
::Arrives in transporter room 3. Double checks his equipment, looking at his phaser:: Self: And you can stay where you are, for now

CMO_Viper says:
::walks out of Science 1 and into TL::  TL:  TR 3

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO: Because I am trying to get a...you know... and until someone notices all the work I have put in, I need to continue...

Host CoBolitho says:
*CNS* Craig, I need someone to evaluate the project data and before we get all to mushy towards the Lokarans my decision stands Lt Zaidi remains in command

Admin_Thompson says:
@COM: CO: That should place them in a clear space in his lab

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Steps off TL into TR3, carrying a few PADDs::

CSOHazzem says:
::reaches bridge, starts scans of the area::

CMO_Viper says:
*SEK*:  Meet me in TR 3 with a Med kit.

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Your presence would be appreciated in TR3 so you can properly outfit the AT for the mission

MO_Suder says:
FCO: continue what?...killing yourself?...I won't let you.

CMO_Viper says:
<SEK> *CMO*: Yes sir.  On my way.

Doc_Light says:
@*ADMIN*: Thompson, it looks like it's something nasty...Could you get them to my Lab as soon as possible?

Admin_Thompson says:
@::feels worn and haggard, and looks it ::

CSOHazzem says:
::takes over tactical::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO: I won't kill my self...I...I...just need one or two more days...

Host CoBolitho says:
COM: Admin Thompson: Thank you, the away team leader is Lt. Zaidi

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Waits for the CMO and CNS::

Bek says:
<OPS> *CNS Moore*:  On my way, sir

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* Very well but I’ve never seen an engineer with negotiation skills

CMO_Viper says:
::gets off TL and walks into TR 3::

Cns_Moore says:
::makes his way to TR3::

Host CoBolitho says:
::forwards co-ordinates to the transporter room::

Admin_Thompson says:
@*Doc* I have sent them co-ordinates just now, keep the landing zone clear , please

CMO_Viper says:
<SEK> ::walks into TR 3 and hands Med Kit to CMO::  CMO: Here you are sir.

Admin_Thompson says:
@COM: Co: Thank You

CMO_Viper says:
SEK: Thank you.

Host CoBolitho says:
*CNS* That’s your job, Craig! Providing you don't shoot anyone.....

Bek says:
<OPS> CO Bolitho:  I've been asked to report to the transporter room to help fit environmental suits, sir.

CMO_Viper says:
<SEK> ::turns around and leaves TR 3::

Admin_Thompson says:
@*Doc* Expect a Lt Zaidi

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* That last comment was not appreciated

MO_Suder says:
FCO; You won't kill yourself, because i won't let you.  You may have seniority else where on the ship, but I’m in charge here, in Sickbay.

Host CoBolitho says:
<OPS>: Arrange for a relief

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* We can discuss that incident in private later Richard

CSOHazzem says:
::links up science with tactical::

Doc_Light says:
@*ADMIN*: Will do.

MO_Suder says:
::looks very serious, biting her lip a bit::

Bek says:
<OPS>:  Aye, sir ::does so, and leave for the transporter room::

Host CoBolitho says:
*CNS* Neither was questioning my orders, Counselor! Now I believe you have a job to do?

Cns_Moore says:
*OPS*  Keep a transporter lock on all members of the AT at all times

Admin_Thompson says:
@COM: Co: I am headed for the labs now, to meet him

Bek says:
<OPS>*CNS Moore*:  Yes, sir

Admin_Thompson says:
@::closes the transmission and heads out of the office ::

Doc_Light says:
@*ADMIN*: Meet me here when you can.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO:but...you know how much i need this...how much i want this. I have been in Starfleet for months and I haven't got anything good against my name and its about time I did...you've got to let me continue...

Cns_Moore says:
*CO* Just doing my job as an advisor to the CO. That is my job to Richard.

TO_Esjam says:
::Gets onto the transporter pad::

Cns_Moore says:
CEO: Envirosuits?

Bek says:
<OPS>::enters Transporter room with suits::

Admin_Thompson says:
@::enters Elevator ::

Bek says:
<OPS> CNS Moore:  You wanted these, sir?

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::looks into Mo's eyes:: MO: Kes...please...

Cns_Moore says:
OPS: Yes thank you

Cns_Moore says:
::puts on his suit::

CSOHazzem says:
COM: TR3: Area is clear down there chief, you may transport the AT when your ready

Bek says:
<OPS>::hands over the suits, and heads back to his station::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Takes a suit and puts it on::

TO_Esjam says:
::Gets off the pad. Starts to put on his suit::

Cns_Moore says:
::steps onto pad::

MO_Suder says:
::looks at FCO sternly:: FCO: ensign, you are hereby ordered to stop acting like a fool and start looking after yourself.

TO_Esjam says:
::Follows the counselor::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Steps onto transporter pad::

CEO_Zaidi says:
All: Everyone ready?

CMO_Viper says:
::steps into Enviro Suit::

Cns_Moore says:
CEO: Yes

TO_Esjam says:
CEO: Aye sir ::Snaps to again:: Self: Damn

MO_Suder says:
FCO: I’ll have to report this to Viper as well ::looks down:: sorry.....i know how you feel, but as your Doctor i have to do this

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Scan the entire system Lt. I want to know what is out there?

CMO_Viper says:
::with Med Kit in hand steps up onto Transporter pad::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::just looks at MO with a sad face::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: aye sir

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Looks at the TO curiously::

CSOHazzem says:
::starts a scan of the system::

CEO_Zaidi says:
*CO*: Away Team is ready to beam down, sir.

Host CoBolitho says:
*MO* When you have finished with the FCO I would appreciate him back at his post?

MO_Suder says:
FCO; i'm sorry

Host CoBolitho says:
*CEO* Acknowledged, good luck

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
MO: Please continue with physical...

CEO_Zaidi says:
Transporter Chief: Energize.

MO_Suder says:
*CO*: certainly sir ::looks at FCO:: he's on his way now....

CSOHazzem says:
CO: scans show no vessels within the system sir, everything is quiet out there

Admin_Thompson says:
@::exits elevator ::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  AT beams to surface

Host CoBolitho says:
*MO* Thank you Doctor

CMO_Viper says:
CEO, TO, Cns: I’d like to see you all after this mission in Sick Bay.  Precautions...

Admin_Thompson says:
@::Proceeds down the corridor ::

CEO_Zaidi says:
::Materializes on the surface::

CEO_Zaidi says:
CMO_Viper: Understood, Doctor.

CMO_Viper says:
::materializes beside CEO::

CSOHazzem says:
::monitors AT::

MO_Suder says:
FCO: and no more overtime, understood?...I’d tell you to go sleep but the captain needs you on the bridge.

TO_Esjam says:
@::materializes on planet. Immediately takes in the surroundings looking for trouble::

CEO_Zaidi says:
<@>

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Good, emit tachyon bursts just incase there are a few cloaked ships out there!

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::gets up and walks to doors. they open. Looks back at th MO...then continues::

Doc_Light says:
@::Is holding his head in pain::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: yes sir

CSOHazzem says:
CO: is safely on the surface sir

Cns_Moore says:
::shimmers, then rematerialises::

Admin_Thompson says:
@::approaches lab ::

MO_Suder says:
::feels aweful inside::

CSOHazzem says:
<AT>

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::enters TL:: Computer:BRIDGE!

CMO_Viper says:
@::looks around and pulls out tricorder::

Admin_Thompson says:
@::enters Lab ::

Doc_Light says:
@ADMIN: Are they here yet?

CSOHazzem says:
::Begins tachyon scans of the system::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
computer:halt...

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: thank you, Lt; continue to monitor their progress

Admin_Thompson says:
@AT: Lt Zaidi?

CSOHazzem says:
CO: aye sir

CMO_Viper says:
@::begins scans of area::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::stands in TL just stood there lost in thought::

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Looks around, and sees that they beamed into some kind science lab::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::rubs hand over bald blue head::

MO_Suder says:
::leans on a biobed for a second::  self: get a grip, Kesh'

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Turns and sees Thompson:: Thompson: Yes, I'm Lt. Zaidi... Chief Engineer of the Seleya.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::waits a few seconds:: self: NO! damn this!

Cns_Moore says:
@DOC: Thank you, Doctor

TO_Esjam says:
@::Smiles at the doctor:: Self: Sounds great

CMO_Viper says:
@::turns to see a doctor::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
Computer: Resume...

Admin_Thompson says:
@ CEO: I am the Administrator, and this is our good Doctor Light ::indicates Light ::


FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::enters bridge::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A Klingon Bird of Prey suddenly decloaks off of Seleya's bow, between Seleya and the planet

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Nods toward the Doctor::

Doc_Light says:
@CEO: Hello, I'm Doc Light....I wish we were meeting under better conditions...::notices the suits::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::gets at FCO::

MO_Suder says:
::returns to her cataloguing::

Glorg says:
% ::Sits in command  chair, watching the colony::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: a kilngon bird of prey off the port bow

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Gestures toward the environmental suits:: Thompson: Sorry about these... merely a safety precaution.

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over to Doctor with hand out stretched for hand shake::  DOC: I'm Dr. Viper.  Nice to meet you!

CMO_Viper says:
<doctor>

Glorg says:
% Bek: Shields up, weapons armed!

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Hail the Bird of Prey

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::yawns quietly::

Admin_Thompson says:
@CEO: Perhaps your Med staff can listen to what he has found ?

CSOHazzem says:
CO: hailing freqencies open sir

Bek says:
%Glorg:  Shields up, Daimon

Admin_Thompson says:
@CEO: a wise precaution

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:evasive patterns standing by...

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Nods:: Thompson: Dr. Viper can liaise with Light.

Host CoBolitho says:
COM:Klingon Bird of Prey: This is Captain Bolitho of the Federation Starship Seleya, please state your intentions

Admin_Thompson says:
@CEO: He told me that he had found out something new , just before you arrived, I have yet to hear though

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Are their weapons armed, Lt?

Doc_Light says:
@All: We have discovered what it appears to be a major variant of the Rigellian Flu....very bad!!!...Cannot understand how it got here or why i can't find a solution...

CSOHazzem says:
CO: no sir, only shields

MO_Suder says:
::sings quietly to herself::

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Keep an eye on them Lt

CSOHazzem says:
CO: yes sir

CEO_Zaidi says:
@Thompson: Ah yes, your research project. I'd very much like to hear about your findings, if possible.

Bek says:
%::arms weapons::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: they're arming weapons sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya's hails receive no response from the BoP

CMO_Viper says:
@::moves over to CEO::  CEO: I would like Dr. Suder and Grey to accompany us.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::shouts at self in head...I shouldn't have gone to the MO::

Bek says:
%Glong:  Weapons armed::

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Red alert shield up

Glorg says:
% ::Hails the colony::

CSOHazzem says:
::Red alert, shields up::

Admin_Thompson says:
@CEO: Well they are still pretty much under wraps , but step this way

Bek says:
%::opens fire with a volley of torpedoes:

Doc_Light says:
@All: I might add that even with those suits...the virus has certain particularities that makes it corosive.

Glorg says:
% Second though... ::Stops hail:: Bek: Fire on that Federation Vessel!

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Repeat our hail Lt.

CEO_Zaidi says:
@CMO: Very well, Doctor. ::Follows Thompson::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: they're locking on us

MO_Suder says:
::hears red alert:: self: what now?

Glorg says:
% Bek: Bring us around them, continue firing...

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: Evasives?

CMO_Viper says:
@DOC: I would like to bring a couple of doctors from our ship down if you don't mind.

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Lock on phasers and arm photon torpedoes, evasive maneuvers

Bek says:
%Glorg:  Yes, Daimon  ::does so and continues firing::

CSOHazzem says:
::fires::

CSOHazzem says:
Co: Direct hit

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Cripple them Lt. I want answers

TO_Esjam says:
@::Looks out the window. Pointing up at the sky:: CEO: Do you see that ,sir?

Doc_Light says:
@All: ::shows some of the signs he's experiment himself:: Look at these bubbles on my arms...and my head feels like a burner...ready to explode.

CSOHazzem says:
::continues aggressive firing::

Cns_Moore says:
::notices a hole in his E-suits that wasn't there before

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Looks out the window and squints:: TO: See what?

Glorg says:
% Bek: Continue firing... ::Brings up information that they acquired::

Bek says:
%::continues firing::

MO_Suder says:
::wonders what is going on::  self: always the last to know

CMO_Viper says:
@Doc Light: I would like to bring a couple of doctors from our ship down if you don't mind.

CSOHazzem says:
CO: I've got their port nacelle, sir

TO_Esjam says:
@CEO: It appears to be some sort of energy discharge in the upper atmosphere

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Turns to Light, and listens::

CMO_Viper says:
@::moves over to Doctor Light::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The battle continues, with neither Seleya nor the BoP doing serious damage to the other

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Continue firing

Doc_Light says:
@CMO: I believe we are all going to be quarantined here till we find a solution.

CSOHazzem says:
::keeps firing::

Admin_Thompson says:
@::gets a ways from the others and Whispers:: CEO We believe we have found a way to make a warp motor that is faster and in more efficient than anyone has devised so far

Doc_Light says:
@Admin: What do you recommend?

CSOHazzem says:
CO: shields down to 93%

Glorg says:
% Bek: Stop firing, continue evasive maneuvers... ::Opens hailing channel to colony::

Host CoBolitho says:
*MO* Be prepared for wounded, Doctor

CMO_Viper says:
@Doc Light:  True, but I need another mind.  I'll make it voluntary

Bek says:
%Glorg:  Yes, sir.  ::stops firing, but keeps weapons ready::

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Raises an eyebrow:: Thompson: So that's your top secret project? A warp engine?

MO_Suder says:
*CO*: understood sir. We're ready

CSOHazzem says:
CO: they stopped firing sir, I can pick up comm signals to the colony

Admin_Thompson says:
@CEO: While we have yet to fully test the newer design , we keep making mods to it, we have had it to warp 9.99 +

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya detects a message from the BoP to the planet

Glorg says:
% COM: Colony: Hand over the device... or be destroyed.

Host CoBolitho says:
::monitor consoles notices a comm coming up from the planet to the BOP::

CMO_Viper says:
@::perks up when he hears what the top secret project was::

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Record that message Lt.

CSOHazzem says:
::starts recording comm::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  A Ferengi appears on screen, from the BoP, message to planet

Cns_Moore says:
@CMO: There's something eating at my EnviroSuit

CMO_Viper says:
*MO*: I need another mind down here if you don't mind.  I should tell you this, though; it is voluntary..  You will be quarantined down here after.  Your choice.


FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::gets another maneuver ready::

Doc_Light says:
@CMO: This is only but one of our problems...It seems like Pirates are trying to steel from us...this virus could be of their doing....we do have, as Admin Thompson explained, a Top-Secret project we were working on...

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Arm quantum torpedoes; I've had just about enough of this

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The BoP suddenly fires disruptors at Seleya

Glorg says:
% ::Finds the information, transfers it to Bek:: Bek: Open fire on the Seleya again...

CSOHazzem says:
CO: torpedoes loaded, ready to fire

CEO_Zaidi says:
@Thompson: Really... and this prototype has actually been tested? And it works?

CMO_Viper says:
@Cns:  There isn't much I can do about it.  We will be quarantined down here anyway.

Admin_Thompson says:
@CEO: There is one bug left though ::continues to whisper ::  the only bug is that it cannot be transported within a warp field of 656 Cochranes or higher, but this problem can be fixed within days.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Disruptor fire takes down Seleya shields

Bek says:
%::fires again::

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Take them out of my sky

CSOHazzem says:
CO: shields down sir

Bek says:
%::fires torpedoes::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya weapons and warp drive taken offline

CSOHazzem says:
::fires quantum torpedoes::

Cns_Moore says:
CMO: Great

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:i've lost warp!

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers

CEO_Zaidi says:
@Self: 656 Cochranes... that's about warp 7...

CSOHazzem says:
CO: weapons systems down

Host Cheryl says:
Action:  Torpedo fire ineffective

Admin_Thompson says:
@CEO: You can see why we keep it secret

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:aye! ::evasive pattern Ref_7::

CMO_Viper says:
@*MO*:  Do you understand?

Bek says:
%Glorg:  Shall I fire another round?

CEO_Zaidi says:
@Thompson: Yes... would you mind if I looked at some of your design specifications?

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: I need breathing space

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:i'm on it! ::evasive pattern Ref_9::

Admin_Thompson says:
@CEO: Surely , this way ::turns to the door ::

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Follows Thompson::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::evasive pattern Ref_4::

CMO_Viper says:
@::looks down at his suit and notices a rather large hole near his leg::

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: sorry sir, we can't drop shields.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::evasive pattern Ref_2::

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Get me weapons and shield online asap

Doc_Light says:
@CEO: Our lives are in peril right now...if this virus keeps spreading we'll surely die. ::starts to feel queezy::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: we got hull breach on deck 6 sections 11 through 20

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::evasive patterns::

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: i'll have to stay here for the moment. I'll get down if i can....

Admin_Thompson says:
@::leads down the long corridor towards the elevator ::

CMO_Viper says:
@*MO*:  OK then.  I'll have to do without you until then.

Glorg says:
% ::Sits back and opens a channel to the Seleya:: COM: Seleya: You see? Anything can be 
obtained for a price - even starship shield modulation codes. This Cmdr. 
Masters seemed quite willing to cooperate, providing he got his share of 
latinum.

CEO_Zaidi says:
@Light: We understand, Doctor, which is why we sent a medical team down to assist.

Glorg says:
% ::Grins::

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: if there is anything i can do from up here, let me know....

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::evasive maneuvers::

CSOHazzem says:
SELF: ferengi

Host CoBolitho says:
COM: CEO: Lt Zaidi be advised that the Seleya is in a firefight with a Klingon BOP protect the project staff and data at all costs

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:they are compensating for every pattern I make!

Glorg says:
% ::Mumbles:: Well, since the colony wouldn't give us the device... ::Turns:: Bek: Lock onto the colony, and open fire!

CMO_Viper says:
@*MO*:  Ok then.

Bek says:
%Glorg:  Yes, Daimon  :does so::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: they're locking on the colony sir

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: Find us somewhere to hide

CSOHazzem says:
CO: weapons controls are back

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Stops walking, and looks stunned:: COM: CO: Uh, understood, sir.

CSOHazzem says:
CO: but shields are still down

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:AYE! there is a small moon!


FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::takes the ship into the moons shadow::

Host CoBolitho says:
Self: Not Masters again

Doc_Light says:
@*Admin*: What's going on!!!!

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: We should be ok here, sir::

Bek says:
%::continues firing on the colony::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The colony defenses crumple under the attack

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Feels the ground shake, and sees the light fixtures wobble::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: they're firing at the colony sir

Admin_Thompson says:
@::Is showered with shards of broken glass ::

CMO_Viper says:
@Doc Light:  Is there a console I can use to uplink with the Seleya?

TO_Esjam says:
@::Draws his phaser:: CEO: Sir we should secure the research lab

Glorg says:
% Bek: Lock onto it, and beam it up!

CMO_Viper says:
@::ducks down::

Admin_Thompson says:
@*doctor* Looks like we are under attack

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: Plot a course back to the colony, and I want weapons Gentlemen

Bek says:
%Glorg:  Yes, sir  ::locks on::

Doc_Light says:
@CMO: ::points on the left:: Right there...

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:ready to engage on your order, sir!

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya is able to detect a transport from the planet surface to the BoP

Glorg says:
% ::Sees that the crippled Seleya is returning:: Figures, Starfleet never does learn... stubborn hu-mans...

CSOHazzem says:
CO: They're transporting something off the colony sir

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO:Engage

CEO_Zaidi says:
@Thompson: Please, I need to look at your design information...

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:aye! ::engages::

Glorg says:
% Bek: Cloak, and get us out of here...

CMO_Viper says:
Doc Light:  Thanks!  ::runs over to console and uplinks tricorder with Seleya::

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: throw everything at that ship, Lt

CMO_Viper says:
<@>

Bek says:
%Glorg:  Yes, Daimon  ::cloaks::

CSOHazzem says:
::fires at the BoP::

Doc_Light says:
@*Admin*: Initiate lock down of the facility....we cannot let this happen...and you know what I mean!!

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Klingon vessel cloaks

Admin_Thompson says:
@::Reaches a doorway :: CEO: I just need to input my access codes, turn please ?

Glorg says:
% Bek: Warp 6, out of the system!

CMO_Viper says:
@*MO*:  I've got information on the virus for you.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: 15 seconds 'til we reach the colony!

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Track her Tachyon bursts

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Nods and turns around::

Bek says:
%::warps out of the system::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:5 seconds!

CSOHazzem says:
CO: they're running out of the system, warp 6

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:3

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
c0:2

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Klingon vessel, cloaked, warps away...

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: send it on up, sir.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:we have arrived at colony

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: can we track their ion trial?

TO_Esjam says:
@Admin: Anything I can do to assist?

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:ttrying....

Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: hail the colony

Admin_Thompson says:
@::as the Administrator turns to input the code a large hunk of glass comes from the shattering glass and cuts his head off ::

CSOHazzem says:
CO: hailing frequencies open

CMO_Viper says:
@*MO*:  It's now in Sick Bay's computer banks.

TO_Esjam says:
@Self: Better ask someone else

MO_Suder says:
::prepares to receive CMO's data::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:I have detected the warp traces!

Host CoBolitho says:
COM:CEO: Lt. Zaidi ,status report?

CMO_Viper says:
@::looks over at Admin Thompson and runs over::

CSOHazzem says:
FCO: co-ordinates ensign?

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: got it sir...I’ll start looking over the spec.s now. I'll get back to you  when I figure something out.

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: Track them

TO_Esjam says:
@CMO: Do you think he's dead, sir?

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Stares in shock at the dead Thompson::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: 288 mark 119...I'm on it sir!

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:they are heading towards Ferengi space!

CMO_Viper says:
@ALL: He's dead!

CEO_Zaidi says:
@::Snaps to attention:: COM: CO: Captain, I was unable to retrieve the design information. We need the actual prototype.

Host CoBolitho says:
::Nods at the FCO, very annoyed that a mere BOP got the better of them::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: I’ve lost the trail sir

Host CoBolitho says:
COM:CEO: And where is the prototype, Lt.?

CSOHazzem says:
SELF: we'll meet again, ferengi

Doc_Light says:
@::cannot belive what happened...his close friend and mentor....dead?

CEO_Zaidi says:
@COM: CO: It was presumably beamed up by the attacking vessel. ::Sighs::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:permission to leave bridge sir?

MO_Suder says:
::studies Bug statistics carefully::

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:hoffman can manage

MO_Suder says:
self: hmmm

CMO_Viper says:
@::looks at Doc Light::  Doc Light:  You're looking pretty pale.  I think you should sit down.

Host CoBolitho says:
::sighs:: COM: CEO: and the medical situation, Lt?

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: Negative remain at your post

CEO_Zaidi says:
@CMO: Doctor, has the medical situation been neutralized?

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:aye...
 
Host CoBolitho says:
CSO: Organize damage parties

CSOHazzem says:
CO: yes sir

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: Dr. Suder is working on it on the ship.  I don't know if she has made any headway yet.

Host CoBolitho says:
*MO* any serious casualties?

Doc_Light says:
@CMO: Yes I’m tired but still ok to continue.

CEO_Zaidi says:
@COM: CO: Dr. Suder is currently working on a cure.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO:warp engines offline, all other FCO controls operational

CMO_Viper says:
@CEO: Are the ship’s shields still up?

Host CoBolitho says:
COM:CEO: Can we beam you back up?

MO_Suder says:
::looks up from console::  *CO*: none so far, Dr. Grey has it under control at the moment sir.

Doc_Light says:
@CMO: We have samples here still intact.

CMO_Viper says:
@Doc Light:  That's exactly what I need!

CEO_Zaidi says:
@COM: CO: One more thing, sir... the experimental warp core cannot be transported within a subspace field of warp 7 or higher. If it is, the core destabilizes, and will destroy anything for thousands of kilometers.

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
::notices the CO didn't acknowledge and continues::

Host CoBolitho says:
FCO: Liase with engineering I want warp engines back on line ASAP

CEO_Zaidi says:
@*AT*: Prepare to return to the ship.

Host CoBolitho says:
*MO* Understood, keep me advised regarding your progress towards a cure

MO_Suder says:
*CMO*: could you beam me a contained sample at all?

MO_Suder says:
*CO*: will do

FCO_Ens_Ref says:
CO: Aye...*engineering* warp drive needs to be repaired...I can shut down navigational scans for a short time if needed?

Host CoBolitho says:
COM: CEO: so the BOP can't go faster than warp 7?


Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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